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Crash Avoidance Capability of 50 Drivers in Different Cars on Ice

Lennart Strandberg

Swedish Road and Traffic Research Institute, VTI

Abstract

Experiments were carried out with more than 50 non-professional drivers making acceleration, deceleration and
lane change manoeuvres on ice at speeds where skidding was expected. The subjects drove their own car and four

reference cars (Volvo 440 or 740) with front or rear wheel drive, and with differently studded tyres. The ABS-

function was switched on or off. The reference cars were tested by the drivers in different order according to a

Latin Square design.

In a combined braking and smooth lane change manoeuvre, ABS increased the average deceleration significantly.

Steerability and stability were also superior with ABS: lane marks hit in one (1) of 208 tests compared to 30 of

208 tests without ABS. Deceleration was 20% greater with fully studded tyres than with basic studding on all

wheels.

In a non-braking but more severe double lane change manoeuvre, Loss-of-Control (LoC) occured in 40% of the

tests with oversteering properties, induced by front biasing stud protrusion and number. If front and rear tyres

were switched to understeering, less than 20% of the tests resulted in LoC. With all tyres fully studded, front

driven cars had 30% LoC, which was 2-3 times greater than for the larger rear driven cars. Still, the larger cars

were superior in manoeuvre severity quantities, such as lateral acceleration derived from speed and path

geometry. The correlation of these quantities to LoC relative frequency was not con rmed by the present study.

Several observations give cause for more emphasis on vehicle dynamics in driver education.

Text which appears only in the Swedish abstract (Referat) is written in italics below.

 

Väjnings- och bromsningsförmåga på isbana för 50 förare med olika bilar och däck

Lennart Strandberg

Statens väg och tra kinstitut, VTI

Referat

(Text med kursiv stilfinns enbart i det svenska referatet.)

Här redovisas utvärderingar av körexperiment på isbana med mer än 50 icke-professionella förare. Accelerations-

inbromsnings- och väjningsmanövrer genomfördes i farter med påtaglig risk för sladd eller andra typer av förlorat

väggrepp. Förarna körde sin egen bil och fyra referensbilar (Volvo 440 eller 740) med fram eller bakhjulsdrift

och med olika dubbning i däcken (70 eller 140 dubb/däck med utstick på ungefär 0.8 resp 1.5 mm). Bromsamas

antilåsfunktion (ABS) kopplades till eller från. Referensbilama testades av förarna i olika ordning enligt principen

för s k Latin kvadrater.

I en manöver med både bromsning och mjuk körfältsväxling bidrog ABS signifikant till att retardationsförmågan

ökade. Styrbarhet och stabilitet var också klart bättre med ABS: banmarkeringama påkördes i en (1) av 208 tester

jämfört med i 30 av 208 tester utan ABS. I genomsnitt gav fulldubbade däck drygt 20% större retardation än de

basdubbade. Vid nödbromsning från 90km/h motsvarar detta att den basdubbade bilen håller 40km/h där den

fulldubbade har stoppat.

I en häftigare körfältsväxling utan bromsning misslyckades manövern i 40% av testerna med överstyming

(fulldubbat fram och basdubbat bak). När fram- och bakdäck hade bytt plats och gav understyming, så blev

mindre än 20% av testerna misslyckade (bilen sladdar runt och/eller lämnar helt den markerade banan). Med alla

däck fulldubbade hade de framhjulsdrivna referensbilama 30% misslyckanden, vilket var 2 3 gånger mera än för

de större bakhjulsdrivna referensbilama. Ändå kunde de större bilarna köras hårdare, d v 5 med större

sidacceleration enligt beräkningar utifrån bangeometri och uppmätt fart. Denna rapport redovisar dock ej något

tydligt statistisk samband mellan nämnda sidacceleration och misslyckandefrekvensen.

De konstaterade överstyrningstendenserna hos de framhjulsdrivna referensbilama kan vara en betydande

ris/geaktor, eftersom de ofta anses vara understyrda.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Back round

The safety potential of modern vehicle technology may be lost, if drivers do not utilize the crash avoidance

properties in emergencies. But also in normal driving on slippery roads, appropriate driver behaviour varies

considerably between cars. The need of driver education in safety-relevant car differences has been con rmed in

personal communication with driving teachers and from vehicle dynamics oriented analyses of individual

accidents. Also accident statistics indicate that considerable safety improvements may be achieved with more

emphasis on natural science knowledge in driver education and in vehicle maintenance, see Strandberg (1989).

It is true that the physical efficiency of crash avoidance equipment such as anti-lock brake systems (ABS) have

been demonstrated by several investigators: e.g. Johnsson & Knutsson (1973); Rompe et al (1987); Robinson &

Riley (1989). But in recent years the effect on the real accident risk from ABS and other safety-justi ed measures

has been questionned by researchers, see OECD (1990). Even if one does not accept the Risk Homeostasis

"theory" (Wilde, 1988) as a fruitful explanation of negative results, Biehl et al (1987) and Aschenbrenner et al

(1991) showed scienti cally that a group of taxi drivers drove more risky when their car had ABS (compared to

identical cars without ABS).

Unfortunately, many non-scientists interpret such results as a proof of ABS uselessness for safety. However, with

minor educational efforts, ABS may contribute substantially to crash avoidance. Priez et al (1991) found

encouraging improvements in the avoidance manoeuvre performance of non-professional drivers with ABS cars

after a half day's education. Their experiments were carried out two months after the ABS course, hence pointing

at lasting effects. Many ABS car drivers without ABS-education did not grasp the opportunity to steer while

braking, because they thought that ABS makes the stopping distance much shorter. Thereby, they were less

successful than their matches (also without education and in an ABS car) who were not aware of that the car had

ABS.

Though we did not intend to investigate the ABS training effects, the results and experiences from the present

study indicate that proper ABS behaviour may be achieved with only a few minutes demonstration and driving

practice. Unexpected result differences in this investigation between tyres and between front and rear wheel

driven cars are other examples of the safety potential in better knowledge on driver-vehicle interaction.

1.2 Objectives

The main and general purpose of the experiments reported here was to increase our knowledge on how the

average driver copes with the differences on ice between cars and tyres, that are common on the roads and that

may have contributed to serious skidding accidents. Data allow comparisons between ABS and conventional

brakes, between four different mountings of two types of studded tyres, between lateral, forward, and rearward

acceleration (deceleration) capability, between different drivers (and between Front and Rear Wheel Drive,

provided that other differences between the actual FWD and RWD cars can be neutralized or neglected). Such

comparisons will be presented in this paper.

Since this knowledge will be (and has been) used in a development programme for driver education and skid

training (VTI, 1990), we had to put realism (validity) and overview before statistical power (reliability) on a few

predetermined issues. However, the recordings from the experiments constitute a data base intended for pilot

investigations of a number of other questions relevant also in the development of vehicle technology and

automotive systems that help the driver to avoid accidents. One of the four test cars was equipped with an

onboard computer and motion sensors for recordings and later (not in this paper) evaluations within the European

research programme PROMETHEUS.
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2. Method

2.1 Time Historv and Overview.

The experiments were carried out on a frozen lake (Hemsjön) in the county of Dalarna during the three winter

vacation weeks of 1990 (Swedish schools are closed one week in February-March every year for winter sport

activities). Most of the driver subjects were tourists contacted by invitation to adresses supplied by the tourist

of ce in the town of Orsa.

A few days before commencement, the mild weather forced us to move the test station 60 km away from Orsa.

The late move to a comparatively isolated spot made it virtually impossible to keep the test track in the same

intended condition. Some planned measurements and other activities had to be abandoned or simpli ed on days

when the weather and failing equipment took all available resources. In addition, high temperature and melting ice

caused various practical problems disturbing the experimental procedure. Therefore, a sound scientific scepticism

towards the results is recommended. Due to the practical problems our team sometimes had to work 15-20 hours a

day. Though some fatigue mistakes have been discovered and compensated for, other problems may impose

unknown bias. For instance, the participating subjects accepted to drive 120 km extra distance in their own cars

on slippery winter roads during their vacation. They are probably representative for a more skilled driver

population than the average on Swedish roads.

A test session took about 3 hours and involved 2 subjects driving their own car in the rst and last test runs. The

tests with (and data on) the drivers' own cars will not be considered in detail in this paper. In the major part of a

session, 2 front and 2 rear wheel driven Volvo 'reference cars' were used with anti-lock brakes (ABS) in function

or disconnected by the instructor occupant. Winter (Mud+Snow) tyres with two dissimilar stud con gurations

were mounted in pairs at the front and rear axles to give the reference cars neutral, under- or oversteering

properties.

Normally, two sessions were carried out per week day. Due to unusually high temperature on February 20 and

similar problems during the week-end between weeks no.8&9, four sessions had to be called off. (We almost gave

up after ten sessions when the ice was covered with some hundred millimeters of water and broke up at the

ordinary entrance path.) Hence, data from 26 sessions have been collected. The weather problems forced us to use

up almost all granted resources in the eld experiments, leaving too little for a reasonably quick and extensive

evaluation. In the project team we are therefore interested to continue evaluation and analysis in cooperation with

people outside the Swedish Road and Traf c Research Institute (VTI).

2.2 Reference Gilli

The reference cars provided by Volvo were designated A&B (front wheel driven Volvo 44OGL), and C&D (rear

wheel driven Volvo 744 GL). All of them were 1990 year model with manual 5 speed transmission and their

maker's number of chassis were A: KX183ELCO63932, B: KX183ELCO64326, C: 744882L1400122,

D: 744883L1400227. Some of their technical speci cations are given in Table 1. Drivers' own cars were

designated E and F, but in computer recorded data and in result tables both cars of the drivers in a session have

been labelled E. The same Mazda 626 4Wheel-Steering with unstudded M+S tyres (provided for our 4WS-

practice by the Swedish Mazda importer) was lent to four car-less drivers as their 'own' car in sessions

no.2, 18, 19, 22. Otherwise, all own cars are different. In this paper data will not be presented on drivers' own

cars and they will be disregarded in most of the test result presentations.

In all reference cars a video camera was mounted behind the front seats. In car D computerized measurement

equipment occupied the front passenger seat. The computer and its operator instructor were in the rear seat of

car D, hence being more rear biased in weight distribution than car C, which had no measuring equipment. The
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instructor was seated in the front passenger seat in all other cars (A, B, C, E, F). An optional switch made it

possible to connect or disconnect the ABS from the front seat.

 

 

Table 1

Manufacturer's (Volvo, 1989 & Hansson, 1991) technical speci cations for reference cars used in experiments.

Reference Car designation A&B C&D

Volvo model 440GL 744GL

Driven wheels Front Rear

Length (m) 4.31 4. 85

Width (m) 1.67 1.75

Wheel-base (m) 2.50 2.77

Track width-front (m) 1.42 1.47

Track width-rear (m) 1.43 1.46

Nominal kerb weight with 70kg driver (kg) 1100 1370

Nominal weight distribution FrontzRear (%) 61:39 55:45 [D: rear bias]

Maximum engine power (kW at Rev. per second) 75 at 93 85 at 90

Nominal ratio weight/power (kg/bhp) 10.8 11.8

Rear to front ratio of brake lining hydraulic pressure Reduced at high press. Rear same as front

ABS make (both have 3 channels, mutual rear control) Teves Bosch      
Measurements were also recorded with a driver from the investigation team in a Volvo 745 'calibration' car

equipped with unstudded M+S tyres of the same type (Gislaved Frost) as on the cars A-D. See section below on

Experimental Design.

2.3 Tyres.

Two studding con gurations were used with the same type of tyre, see Figure 1&2. The Nivis Gislaved company

provided 22 wheels with studded tyres, that had been run-in at low speed on bare roads to secure the studs in the

rubber for constant stud protrusion during the experiments. However, measurements on 12 studs per tyre after the

experiments revealed substantial deviations from the requested protrusion, see Table 2. (On Swedish roads, cars

must not have more than 150 studs per tyre and the maximum permissible protrusion is 1.5 mm.)

Table 2
Tyre Studding. Protrusion as intended before the experiments, and measured on 12 studs/tyre afterwards. M + S

Gislaved Frost Tyres made by Nivis about four months before the experiments. Dimension 175/65R14 (Front

Wheel Driven cars A&B) and 185/65R15 (Rear Wheel Driven cars C&D). Tyre tread pattern about 9 mm.
 

  

 

   

Tyre Studding Basic: Basic: Full: Full:
FWD: carA&B (70 studs/tyre) (70 studs/tyre) (140 studs/tyre) (140 studs/tyre)

RWD: carC&D Front Wheel Drive RearWheel Drive Front Wheel Drive RearWheel Drive

Protrusion before About 0.5 mm About 0.5 mm About 1.5 mm About 1.5 mm

Qequested)

Protrusion after 69 % (of 48 studs) 21 % (of 48 studs) 52% (of 84 studs) 25 % (of 84 studs)

(measured sample) 1.0 mm or more 1.0 mm or more 2.0 mm or more 2.0 mm or more
  
 

 

Table 3
Denomination of the four Studding Con gurations used on the reference cars A-D.

Tyre Studding Con guration of a car Understeer Basic Maxi Oversteer |

Tyres at front axle (notation in Table 2) Basic Basic Full Full

Tyres at rear axle (notation in Table 2) Full Basic Full Basic   
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Figure 1. Detail of a Basic studded tyre after the experiments.

 

   
 

Figure 2. Detail of a Fully studded tyre after the experiments.

Unfortunately, we were too short of resources to follow the Nivis people recommendations to move the wheels
between sessions from one position to another in the cars. Therefore, the protrusion varied also within the four

groups in Table 2. Nevertheless, the deviations are consistent with the observation that the increase in protrusion

(occuring particularly when driving with great adhesion utilization on ice) is more pronounced for FWD cars,

Strandberg (1989). This will be discussed under a separate subhead in the Double Lane Change chapter below.

VTI Särtryck 179 Preprint of ESV paper 91 87-0-08 by Strandberg
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The tyres were mounted differently on the cars to give them pure handling properties, see Table 3.

2.4 Measurir_1g Equipment and Recordings. Personnel.

Three stationary speed sensors and the stopping position reported by an observer beside the test track made it

possible to calculate average acceleration and deceleration values on basis of the path geometry (the lateral

acceleration equation takes the car width into account, as well).

One Speed Sensor (SS) consists of two infrared light emitters and two detectors. These components were put at a

reasonably safe distance from the path and the lane-marks, the emitters to the left and the detectors to the right.

The distance between the two emitter-detector pairs was 5 m for SS no.l and 8 m for 882 and 883. The time

between light beam disruptions was determined with a computer also calculating the speed (average between the

emitter-detector pairs) and presenting the value at a display in the testing base. The computer has been developed

at VTI for use with cables and other types of vehicle detectors in a system called PTA (Portable Traf c Analyzer)

for determination of speed, lateral position, vehicle type, etc.

The tests were governed from the testing base (a warmed-up Van-type car) by the test manager. The base was put

behind snow banks about 10m to the right of the rst lane marks in the test track. A video camera outside the

base was recording the tests but frequent drop outs occured due to wind, snow and electro-magnetic noise from

the PTA computers close to the video recorder.

In all reference cars a video camera was mounted behind the front seats, normally recording a whole session

including sound from the radio communication. The pictures may be used for qualitative information on car and

steering wheel motions. During pauses between the test runs, the instructors lled in a questionnare on the drivers

personal data, annual mileage and experience from different car types, from winter-time driving and from

accidents. The same form and the same instructor followed the driver when changing between cars. This 'driver

form' was also used for test outcomes and data such as notes on skidding, clutch depressing, subjective

judgements on steering corrections (used to distinguish between 0 and 1 in the Loss-of-Control Score, see section

on Loss-of Control statistics below), demanded speed and speedometer reading (for determining a suitable speed

change for the next Double Lane Change manoeuvre in radio discussions between the instructor and the test

manager).

The measuring computer in car D recorded the time histories of throttle position, steering wheel angle,

longitudinal and lateral acceleration, longitudinal velocity, yaw velocity, in addition to events such as depressing

the brake or clutch pedal. The 8 channels were sampled with 20 Herz during 40 seconds per test. Such records

from several hundred tests are available on PC-media for further analysis. Successful attempts have been made to

compute non recorded variables such as yaw and sideslip angles. These data may improve our knowledge on how

different drivers perceive and negotiate skidding motions, though they are not elaborated on in this paper.

Hitherto, data have been processed with Excel in MS-Windows and are stored on IBM compatible PC-media.

Since important parts of the experiments were unrehearsed and required a great deal of practical experience from

both driving and teaching other drivers as well as of extemporary engineering, the presentation would not be

complete without a few words on the personal background of the test team relevant to their roles on site. (Of

course, other people have contributed substantially to the investigation during preparation and evaluation. But this

description concentrates on the test site activities.) Names in alphabetical order.

Stefan Berglund (instructor and computer operator in car D) has practical experience from mechanical and

electronical engineering at VTI and privately with various cars. Now also racing a go cart of his own.

Sven-Åke Lindén (test manager and responsible for selection, preparation and operation of the test site as well as

for lodging and social arrangements) has decades of similar experience from VTI. He is also considered (one of)

the institute's most reliable test drivers. Now teacher at the Volvo Dynamic Safety Driving School.
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Lennart Strandberg (project manager, responsible for experimental design and for safety-relevant manoeuvres)

has experience from driving rallies and Swedish ice racing championships, from accident analyses and driving

school cooperation on skid-pad training, and from scienti c testing of technical properties with human subjects.

Harry Sörensen (instructor and operator in car D also responsible for its computer programming and its
measuring equipment) has a long time experience from VTI on design and management of measuring equipment

for testing of car handling properties.

Jerry Wallh (car testing manager and 'calibration' driver, responsible for transports and communications at the

test site) has several years professional experience as an ambulance driver in the re brigade. Now responsible for

the test vehicle eet and vehicle techniques laboratory at VTI.

The Swedish Federation of Women's Motor Transport Corps (SKBR) contributed most of the time four workers

in different roles. Kicki Hellström chairperson for the Dalarna county branch of SKBR found extremely capable

ladies working one week at a time as instructors, track managers and observers, lane-mark positioners, duty

vehicle drivers, video operators, photographers, ice drillers, snow removers, receptionists, etc. They ful lled

their tasks under primitive conditions after a few hours training on Sunday afternoon before their week on duty.

In spite of our poor knowledge at that time on the frequent ABS-confuses among non-professional drivers, the

results from the (Combi) braking tests show that the instructors in a few minutes succeeded to teach the drivers

how to improve their deceleration capacity with ABS. Their names are Berith Andersson, Eva Bäcksholm,

Inga-Lill Camitz, Rita Eriksson, Sylvia Krenn, Christina Lekman, Ing-Marie Persson, Kerstin Sunnerby.

2.5 Driver Subiects.

Thanks to cottage rental agencies we could mail invitations to about 300 tourists, intending to spend their winter

sport vacation close to the town of Orsa. The number of people who accepted to participate was more than

suf cient as long as we stuck to our plans to test on the Orsa Lake. However, the high temperature in Orsa the

weeks before the experiments forced us to move the test site about 60 km as mentioned above. Of course, a

number of subjects then withdrew from participation, but the mild weather made also skiing dif cult.

Therefore, we could nd driver subjects to all sessions, particularly after asking the local inhabitants around lake

Hemsjön, where the tests finally were carried out. Six of the SKBR women and Stefan Berglund from VTI have

also participated as subjects in sessions when the drivers on schedule did not appear. However, no person has

participated twice and all 52 subjects are different individuals. Many of the participating tourists accepted to drive

120 km extra distance in their own cars on slippery winter roads during their vacation. Hence, our driver sample

is biased and probably representative for a more skilled driver population than the average on Swedish roads.

Drivers' sex and year of birth are given in Table 4, but other compilations from the questionnare in the

'driver form' will not be presented in this paper.

2.6 Co_mbi Manoeuvre: Accelerating, Braking, Steering, Stopping,

The combination (Combi) manoeuvre was designed to challenge the driver-vehicle abilitity to keep control in

acceleration, deceleration, and steering while braking. The driver was asked to accelerate as much as possible

from standstill about 200 m before the rst lane-marks at X=0 in Figure 3. After having continued the

acceleration for 80 meters in the left lane, the driver should make a quick change to maximum deceleration

bringing the car to a full stop without hitting the lane-marks.

In most of the tests the car did not stop before X= 160 m. Therefore, it was necessary to turn right during the

deceleration. However, the lane change could easily be made without need of skid provoking steering, provided

the brakes were properly used. When the car had stopped, an observer reported its front end position by radio to

the test manager, who wrote it down in his 'session form' together with the readings from the three Speed

Sensors (SSI, 852, 853 in Figure 3). The car position was determined with an accuracy of about il m by

looking at the nearby lane marks put in holes in the ice 10 meters from each other. However, in 60 (of 520)

Combi tests the car stopped after X=205 m. Then it was more difficult to assess the position, since only two

lane-marks were present after the ones at X=200 m. If some lane-marks were hit, it was reported to the session

form by the observer.
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Figure 3. Path layout and lane mark positions in Combi and in Double Lane Change tests. Marks at lled

circles were removed when changing between manoeuvre types. 881, SSZ, SS3 indicate the X-coordinates of the

infrared light Speed Sensors (put some meters beside the test path to avoid damage upon loss of-control).
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In sessions when we judged the ice particularly slippery, the starting point was moved from 150m to 200m before

the rst lane marks in the test track (distance to SSI designated 501). A too short acceleration distance would

give too low speeds in the path and make it too easy to stop before X= 160m without need of steering into the

right lane. In Table 4 the comparatively small decelerations at sessions with SO1=200m indicate that the

subjective judgements of slipperiness were not too bad.

Most of the lane-marks and the exit in the right lane were the same for both Manoeuvre types. However, the

exchanges between Combi and Double Lane Change arrangements were comparatively time-consuming and their

number were therefore minimized in the session agenda.

2.7 Double Lane Change Manoeuvre.

The Double Lane Change (DLC) test track geometry had been adjusted to impose problems with stability and

(rear wheel) skid control when the tyres were similar at both front and rear wheels (Basic or Maxi Studding). In

the pretests with Oversteering tyres, we found the same geometry to be even more skid provoking. Understeering

tyres, on the other hand, made the tests comparatively insensitive to the skills of the driver. When the demanded

speed was too great, loss-of steering and 'plow out' occured often before completion of the first lane change to

the left, which resulted in hitting of the lane marks C70&C80, see Figure 3. Therefore, few tests were scheduled

with Understeering tyres in the main program.

In the ordinary DLC test, drivers were asked to keep constant a certain speed and to avoid hitting lane marking

tubes. Since the obstacle marks blocking the right lane (C70&C80 in Figure 3), determined the lateral motion and

the severity of the manoeuvre, we had to exclude (disapprove) a test from analysis, if both these lane-marks were

overrun, see Eq.7. (In sessions no.21-22 in atable car dummies helped the drivers to avoid such disapproval).

The speed was demanded on radio by the test manager to provoke skidding - and loss-of-control in certain tests

with unskilled drivers. The instructor and test manager judged the driver pro ciency during the initial training

runs and in about four recorded DLC tests with the drivers' own car. In these rst DLC tests, the driver increased

the speed in small steps. However, the succeeding ordinary tests with the reference cars were only two per driver-

car combination and in some cases were both runs on the same side of the limit for loss-of control. To minimize

the number of driver cars with such unspeci c results, the speed was demanded as follows. If the driver had no

problem in the rst DLC with a reference car, the test manager requested a speci ed increase (5 or lOkm/h) of the

speed in the second test and vice versa. Only if the rst run exhibited pronounced skidding with recovery and if

lane-marks were hit in the rst run, the same speed was demanded in the second DLC test.

2.8 Experimental Design.

To neutralize driver learning and fatigue effects on the differences between reference cars and between tyre

con gurations, they were tested by the drivers in different order. In sessions 1-8 & 9-16 respectively, every

reference car was presented to four drivers in each sequential position (lst, 2nd, 3rd, 4th), and in session 17-18 to

one driver in each position. Tyre con gurations remained unchanged within these groups of sessions, see Table 4.

Sessions no.l4, 17 and no.l9-26 included so called pedal tests (Double Lane Change with clutch, throttle or

ABS-brake activation). They were carried out only with the computerized Rear Wheel Driven car D and with one

of the Front Wheel Driven cars (A or B). To avoid learning or confusing effects on the ordinary DLC

manoeuvres, all pedal tests were scheduled to be the driver's last DLCs with the two cars in question. Due to

excessive time consumption for the additional pedal tests in sessions 14 & 17, the ordinary program had to be

reduced to allow for pedal tests in the last eight sessions (no. 19 26). It was decided to abandon the DLC tests with

car C, because the weight distribution and handling properties were considered more different between car C&D

than between car A&B. Since we intend to present the results of pedal tests elsewhere, they are normally

disregarded in this paper.
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When excluding car C from the DLC tests in sessions 19 26 we also decided to mount Understeering tyres on it.

The Combi tests would then be complete with all car-studding combinations. And in the DLC-manoeuvre we

expected that many tests had to be withheld from analysis, since both marks blocking the right lane (C70&C80 in

Figure 3) often were hit in the pretests with understeering.

Since car C was not used at all in the DLC manoeuvre, only two (anti-symmetrical) car permutations were

scheduled in sessions 19-26. Comparisons of DLC results from these sessions should therefore be made with

caution - and preferably between car A and B (Front Wheel Driven). However, comparisons between cars C and

D seem justi ed in Combi tests.

Table 4
Experimental conditions in ordinary sessions.

SOI =acceleration distance from start to 'entrance gate' (first lane-marks). The Driver 1&2 dmac (Eq.4)

deceleration results (mean values over car A-D) indicate the variation between sessions in ice friction.
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ses Week no. Dis Tyre Tyre Tyre Tyre Driver no.1 Driver 1: Driver 1: mean Driver 2: mean Re

sion tan Stud Stud Stud Stud & no.2: Seq. order (A-D) (A-D) mark

Day Date ce ding ding ding ding of brake Sex, Decel. Sex, Year Decel.

no. time of day SOl Car Car Car Car Sequential order config. in Year of dmaf of birth dmaf Foot

(m) A B C D of reference cars Combi-test birth (m/s ) (m/s ) note

A, B, C,D

1 7, Mon a.m. Feb.12 150 Max Ovr Max Ovr 1:ABCD 2:CADB ABS, STD M, 1939 1.74 M, 1946 1.65

2 7, Mon p.m. Feb.12 150 Max Ovr Max Ovr 1:BDAC 2:DCBA ABS» STD M, 1963 1.57 F, 1943 1.67

3 7, Tue a.m. Feb.13 150 Max Ovr Max Ovr 1:BDAC 2:CADB STD, ABS F, 1942 1.90 M, 1939 2.01

4 7, Tue p.m. Feb.13 150 Max Ovr Max Ovr 1:ABCD 2:DCBA STD, ABS F, 1943 1.96 M, 1942 2.35

5 7, Wed a.m. Feb.14 150 Max Ovr Max Ovr 1:BDAC 2:DCBA ABS» STD F, 1945 2.06 F, 1947 2.43

6 7, Wed p.m. Feb.14 150 Max Ovr Max Ovr 1:CADB 2:ABCD STD, ABS M, 1971 2.55 M, 1966 2.51

7 7, Thu a.m. Feb.15 150 Max Ovr Max Ovr 1:ABCD 2:DCBA STD» ABS M, 1940 2.39 M, 1945 2.51

8 7, Thu p.m. Feb.15 150 Max Ovr Max Ovr 1:CADB 2:BDAC ABS» STD F, 1970 2.19 F, 1948 2.51

9 7, Fri a.m. Feb.16 150 Max Bas Bas Max 1:ABCD 2:DCBA STD: ABS M, 1949 2.47 M, 1947 2.26

10 7, Fri p.m. Feb.16 150 Max Bas Bas Max 1:CADB 2:BDAC ABS, STD M, 1968 2.18 M, 1971 2.15

11 8, Mon a.m. Feb.19 150 Max Bas Bas Max 1:BDAC 2:DCBA ABS, STD M, 1931 2.48 F, 1965 2.54

12 8, Mon p.m. Feb.19 150 Max Bas Bas Max 1:CADB 2:ABCD STD, ABS M, 1944 2.52 M, 1938 2.37

13 8, Wed p.m. Feb.21 200 Max Bas Bas Max 1:BDAC 2:CADB STD» ABS M, 1943 1.53 F, 1947 1.43

14 8, Thu a.m. Feb.22 200 Max Bas Bas Max 1:ABCD 2:DCBA STD» ABS M, 1949 1.41 M, 1941 1.22 14)

15 8, Thu p.m. Feb.22 200 Max Bas Bas Max 1:BDAC 2:CADB ABS» STD M, 1940 1.77 M, 1952 1.75

16 8, Fri a.m. Feb.23 200 Max Bas Bas Max 1:ABCD 2:DCBA ABS, STD M, 1932 1.29 M, 1971 1.61

17 8, Fri p.m. Feb.23 150 Max Bas Max Bas 1:ABCD 2:DCBA ABS, STD F, 1961 1.87 M, 1946 1.90 17)

18 9, Mon p.m. Feb.26 150 Max Bas Max Bas 1:CADB 2:BDAC ABS, STD F, 1946 1.99 F, 1932 1.95

19 9, Tue a.m. Feb.27 150 Und Ovr Und Ovr 1:ABCD 2:DCBA ABS» STD M, 1943 1.96 M, 1942 2.08 19)

20 9, Tue p.m. Feb.27 150 Und Ovr Und Ovr 1:ABCD 2:DCBA STD» ABS M, 1965 1.92 F, 1967 1.93 20)

21 9, Wed a.m. Feb.28 150 Und Ovr Und Ovr 1:ABCD 2:DCBA ABS: STD M, 1947 2.29 M, 1941 1.82 21)

22 9, Wed p.m. Feb.28 150 Und Ovr Und Ovr 1:ABCD 2:DCBA STD: ABS M, 1962 1.98 M, 1950 2.05 22)

23 9, Thu a.m. Mar.1 150 Und Ovr Und Ovr 1:ABCD 2:DCBA ABS» STD M, 1945 2.07 M, 1943 2.11 23)

24 9, Thu p.m. Mar.] 150 Und Ovr Und Ovr 1:ABCD 2:DCBA STD» ABS F, 1947 1.84 M, 1920 1.85 24)

25 9, Fri a.m. Mar.2 150 Und Ovr Und Ovr 1:ABCD 2:DCBA ABS» STD M, 1938 1.89 M, 1963 1.74 25)
 

26 9, Frip.m. Mar.2 200 Und Ovr Und Ovr 1:ABCD 2:DCBA sma/"35 M, 1941 1.62 M, 1940 1.63 26)      
 

 

Comment 14, 17) Complete test program + additional pedal tests with cars A&D.

Comment 19-26) With Car C only Combi tests were carried out (no DLC-manoeuvres ). Additional pedal tests with cars B&D.

Comment 21 22) In ateable car dummies (reinforcing the visual impression of ordinary plastic tube lane-marks) put where lane change

should be completed.

Two Combi tests were carried out with each pair of car and driver. Therefore, learning and fatigue effects on

comparisons between ABS and Standard (STD) brakes were neutralized by reversing the testing order for the two
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drivers in each session. When Driver no.1 began with ABS, Driver no.2 had Standard brakes in the rst Combi-

test with all cars A-D. To minimize the variance from the successive within-session changes in ice roughness (due

to the studded tyres and because of weather), ABS and STD tests were made directly after each other. Only one

test run by the other driver came in between.

Even if the changes in ice roughness and friction may be neutralized within the sessions, considerable variations

have been observed between sessions. See the last columns in Table 4 and Figure 4. Separate tests were carried

out with a driver from the investigation team in the 'ca1ibration' car with unstudded tyres of the same type as on

the cars A-D. However, time constraints and practical problems limited the possibilities to run calibration tests

frequently enough. Snowfall and weather changes in many sessions introduced substantial friction variations with

time and with driver path selection. In addition, the corresponding variation in the relationship between studded

and unstudded tyres is so poorly known that we have not yet found any satisfactory method to utilize these

calibration data.

Consequently, the evaluation should be based on variables as insensitive as possible to friction uctuations. Some

attempts will be presented below, but scepticism is recommended and the author will gratefully receive

constructive critisism and ideas for future research.

Since the pretests were impeded by the move between the lakes of Orsa and Hemsjön

(68 +97 + 147 + 130=442) additional tests were made after session no.26 during four days (March 3-6). Only

three drivers (S-Å Lindén, L Strandberg, J Wallh) from VTI were involved - to reduce the variance in the

handling property assessments for the reference cars and tyre studding con gurations in Table 1&3. The

calibration car was also used in these tests to facilitate analyses which may increase our knowledge on the

questions mentioned above. A considerable number of computer recorded car D motions are included in these

data, which are being evaluated in proportion to available resources.
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3. Results and Discussion: Combined Manoeuvre

3.1. Assessment of Deceleration and Forward Acceleration

Two deceleration values (dz and d3) has been assessed for each Combined Manoeuvre (Combi) Test. Data on the

stopping distance (52 & S3) from the Speed Sensors no.2&3 (SSZ & 853 in Figure 3) and on the corresponding

speeds (vi) were used together with the simple expression in Eq.1, where subscript i denotes the actual speed

sensor (no.2 or no.3).

2
vi

di = 5 5"; (1)

Since the drivers were instructed to accelerate up to $82, the brakes were not always fully applied during the

initial part of the 82-distance. Therefore, d3 >d2 in the average Combi test, and d3 may be considered a more

precise measure of the stopping capability than d2. On the other hand, missing data is more frequent from 883,

since we had to give priority to SSZ (necessary for evaluation of the Double Lane Change Manoeuvre) when snow

and other factors caused drop-outs of the sensors.

The accelerations al (from start to Speed Sensor SSI) and am (from SSI to SSZ) were determined similarly from

the SSI and 882 speed records, v, and from the sensor positions.

 

 

vi"
al : 2 SOI (2)

vg - .;
an = 2 812 (3)

The distance 512 between SSI and SSZ was 70.5 m in all sessions, while 501 was either 153 m or 203 m since the

starting point sometimes (when the ice was particularly slippery) was moved from 150m to 200m before the first

lane marks in the test track, see Table 4 and Figure 3.

Table 5 displays statistics on these quantities expressed as the 'macro' (subscript mac) values of acceleration and

deceleration. A few of the recorded sensor speeds gave unreasonably great deceleration values, probably because

ying lane marks triggered the speed sensors. Therefore, the next greatest value for each driver-car pair was

selected by the computer program as a maximum of the medians of all (up to four) deceleration or acceleration

triples according to the formulas:

dmac=MAX(Median(d2(ABS),d3 (ABS) d2(STD)) ,Median(d3(ABS) d2(STD) d3 (STD)) ,Median. . .) (4)

amac:MAX(Median(a 1 (ABS),a 1 2(ABS)>a 1 (STD)) ,Median(a 12(ABS) a 1 (STD) »a 12(STD)) , Median. - ) (5)

where the decelerations d2 and d3 are given by Eq.1 and accelerations a1, a12 by Eq.2&3. The result sensitivity

to variations in ice friction and in driver deceleration performance are illustrated in Figure 4. Substantial

differences are exhibited between sessions, but also between drivers in certain sessions. Within a session it was

not expected to nd driver differences of such a magnitude, since each value is an average of the 'best' tests with

the same four reference cars.
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Figure 4. Relationship between the two drivers in each session regarding their deceleration capability in m/s2 as

the 'macmean' Deceleration (driver's average over car A D of the 'macro' deceleration value: dmac in Table 4 &

Eq.4). Line y=x overlayed. Linear regression forced through origin (y=mx) yields slope m= 1.01 and r2=0.72.

3.2 Deceleration and Controllgbilitv With and WithoutfABS

When evaluating the influence from ABS on the deceleration capability, the (di) deceleration values were paired

for the same driver and car. Since the Combi tests with and without ABS were made consecutively for every car-

driver combination, such pairing makes the results less sensitive to the time variation of friction, and to

differences between drivers, tyres, cars, etc. Therefore, an ABS deceleration enhancement Ratio (RdiABS) was

calculated (one for each d2- or d3-deceleration value) according to Eq.6:

d.
igABSg (6)

di(STD)
RdiABS =

where subscript i means the speed sensor number (2 or 3), subscript (ABS denotes a test run with ABS, while

subscript (STD) is used for the corresponding test run (same car and driver) with standard or conventional brakes

- i.e. when the Anti-Lock function was disconnected. Table 5 exhibits statistics on these Ratios for the four tyre

studding con gurations de ned in Table 3.

If the means are assumed to be t-distributed, the standard error may be considered greater than a 1/4 con dence

interval (level 95% if n>60, 90% if n>6) for the mean. See e.g. Fisher (1958) or Draper & Smith (1981).

Hence, the deceleration enhancement with ABS may be considered statistically signi cant.

Under these conditions, the average driver succeeded to increase the deceleration with about 10% (lower limit of

the 95 %-con dence interval: 1.09 <Rd2ABs-mean< 1.15 and 1.09 <Rd3ABs-mean< 1.19) when ABS was in

function. The deceleration enhancement with ABS tended to be more pronounced when tyre studding was

different at the front and rear axles (Oversteer and Understeer rows in Table 5).

However, raw data on the stopping position reveal that the driver succeeded to stop before the 'end' of the left

lane (at X=160m in Figure 3) in 56 tests with ABS but in only 37 tests without. Therefore, one must not

conclude that ABS improves deceleration to the same extent when steering is unnecessary.
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Table 5

Number of driver-stud combinations with complete data (11), corresponding average (Mean) and standard error

(Std.err. =Std.dev./\/n) of ABS deceleration enhancement (RdiABS,Eq.6) as well as the 'macro' values of

acceleration (amac Eq.5) and deceleration (dmac Eq.4) given in m/SZ.

Table 5a) Reference cars A&B (Front Wheel Driven Volvo 440).
 

 

Tyre R R R AB Rd3ABS am am dm dm
Studding Il quålåBS Ställ-gås Il Megan S Std.err. Il Megs! Std grr. Il Megs! Stänga".

33510 20 1.059 0.036 18 1.125 0.058 20 0.843 0.061 20 1.768 0.116

OVel Sieef 32 1.166 0.037 23 1.269 0.108 29 1.021 0.034 32 2.125 0.056

Undefst- 15 1.102 0.034 11 1.146 0.043 13 0.999 0.053 16 1.790 0.067

MaXi 33 1.078 0.025 30 1.098 0.059 36 0.985 0.036 36 2.181 0.069
  Alltypes 100 1.106 0.017 82 1.158 0.040 98 0.968 0.022 104 2.024 0.042       

Table 5b) Reference cars C&D (Rear Wheel Driven Volvo 740).
 

 

Tyre. n RdZABS RdZABS n Rd3ABS Rd3ABS n amac amac n dmac ac
Studdmg Mean Std.err. Mean Std.err. Mean Std.err. Mean Std.err.

33510 19 1.078 0.055 16 1.051 0.041 20 0.749 0.074 20 1.703 0.118

OVefSteef 30 1.148 0.048 20 1.158 0.055 29 0. 806 0.038 32 1.915 0.054

Underst- 16 1.168 0.063 11 1.207 0.080 13 0.951 0.053 16 1.987 0.062

MaXi 34 1.130 0.024 28 1.110 0.049 36 0.886 0.034 36 2.117 0.061
  All types 99 1 .132 0.022 75 1.125 0.028 98 0.843 0.024 104 1.955 0.039      

Table 5c) All reference cars A-D (both Front and Rear Wheel Driven).
 

 

Tyre _ n RdzABs RdZABS n Rd3ABS Rd3ABS 11 amac amac n dmac dmac
Studdmg Mean Std.err. Mean Std.err. Mean Std.err. Mean Std.err.

33310 39 1.068 0.032 34 1.090 0.036 40 0.796 0.048 40 1.735 0.082

Överste" 62 1.157 0.030 43 1.217 0.063 58 0.913 0.029 64 2.020 0.041

Under 31 1.136 0.036 22 1.177 0.045 26 0.975 0.037 32 1.888 0.048

MaXi 67 1.104 0.017 58 1.104 0.038 72 0.936 0.025 72 2.149 0.046
 

    Allme 199 1.119 0.014 157 1.142 0.025 196 0.906 0.017 208 1.990 0.029

Tests out 30 l . 126 0.047

of lane

    
A separate evaluation of the tests where lane marking tubes were hit, revealed only one test (of 208) with ABS,

while mark-hitting occured in 30 tests when ABS had been disconnected (the car left the lane completely in 16 of

these 30 non-ABS tests). The last row of Table 50 indicates that the drivers in question did not signi cantly

improve their deceleration capability by locking the wheels and ignoring the lane keeping task (which has been

suggested in car- and tyre test reports in some newspapers). This evaluation of driver control points at an ABS

advantage, which may be even more important to safety than the deceleration enhancement.

3.3 Deceleration With DifferentLTyre Con gurations. Examples of Bias.

The advantage of having well-studded tyres on the driven wheels is re ected by the greater acceleration (amac)

mean values in Table 5a (Oversteer row) and in Table 5b (Understeer and Max studding rows).

Considering the Front Driven cars in Table 5a, the comparatively great acceleration capability of the Understeered

con guration may re ect a bias due to greater friction on the acceleration path during the last eight sessions

(no. 19-26), which were the only ones with Understeer studding on the reference cars. See Table 4.
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Paired comparisons of the acceleration assessments al and an between Under and Oversteered studding in these

sessions contradicted the paradoxical relationship between the average values. The qualitative results after

matching were as expected from common-sense: Better studding at the driven wheels (Oversteered in Front

Driven cars) gave greater acceleration values in more than 70% (35 of 48) of the available data pairs (8 sessions x

2 drivers x 2 acceleration values x 2 brake con gurations = 64 minus 16 sensor drop outs make 48 pairs).

Such sources of bias should be investigated before overinterpreting differences between average values over

several sessions. Therefore, it is desirable to continue the analysis and to check some of the primary evaluations in

this paper with metods and variables, that are insensitive to bias due to ice friction variation between sessions.

One must also bear in mind that the discrimination here between Front and Rear wheel drive may be misleading,

since the cars in question (Volvo 440 and Volvo 740 respectively) are different in many other ways, as well, see

Table 1. Particularly when comparing the deceleration levels (dmac in Table 5), it may be informative to know

that the 440-model has a valve in the hydraulic brake system allowing for greater friction utilization at the rear

wheels (before front wheel locking) on medium slippery surfaces. No such function has been included in the 740-

model, due to the emphasis on stability in its design philosophy.

Compared to the Front or Rear wheel drive issue, these details in the brake systems may be more decisive of the

contradiction between Table 5a and Table 5b regarding the qualitative difference between Oversteer and

Understeer in ABS deceleration enhancement (RdiABS)° Though the differences may lack statistical significance,

the RdiABS is greater for the Oversteered con guration in the 440-model, while the 740 bene ts more from ABS

with Understeering tyres. This is consistent with the 440 740 difference in brake force distribution. Without ABS

the 740 will lock up its front wheels at a deceleration which is more inferior to the lock-up limit of the rear

wheels than in the 440-model.

Nevertheless, the average deceleration values differ substantially between Basic- and Maxi-studded tyres, as

should be expected. The difference seems signi cant both statistically and practically, since the average driver

improved the deceleration with more than 20% when changing from Basic- to Maxi-studded tyres on all wheels.

3.4 Driver Brag Release upon ABS Vibrations. Accident Risks and Driver Education.

During preparation and training of the subjects, many drivers became surprised and released the brake pedal when

they perceived the noise and vibration from the activated ABS. According to driving teachers at Swedish skid-

pads, this reaction and lack of sensory experience is common even among ABS car owners. Suitable information

and training might therefore be offered to drivers who rent, borrow or buy a car with anti-lock brakes.

The ABS surprise reaction and spontaneous brake releases in emergency situations may have contributed to

accidents. Perhaps that has contributed to the negative or lack of positive effect on safety from ABS, which has

been reported by a few investigators. However, Biehl, Aschenbrenner & Wurm (1987) interpret their negative

results as a support for Wilde's risk homeostasis "theory" (since it cannot be generally falsi ed, it is doubtful if it

should be considered a scienti c theory). Risk homeostasis means that drivers keep the accident risk at a constant

level by increasing speed and by changing "towards a riskier or less cautious manner of driving" (OECD, 1990),

when they become aware of active safety improvements, e.g. ABS.

Though Biehl et al (1987) only were unsuccessful in their attempts to nd signi cant effects from ABS on the

accident risk (no effect found = 'negative results'), the risk homeostasis idea seems to convince some people that

ABS is worthless - as well as many other driver supporting measures intended to reduce the accident risk. Such a

destructive attitude may be encouraged by belief in risk homeostasis, but is questionned from a scienti c point of

view by Stöttrup-Hansen et al (1990).

According to Aschenbrenner (1991), data from their study (Biehl et al, 1987, further evaluated by Aschenbrenner

et al, 1991) "indicate that ABS drivers had less accidents when they used the brakes and more accidents in which

they did not brake at all, e.g. losing one's way in an icy curve." This statement put doubts into the above
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mentioned assumption that spontaneous brake releases in emergency situations may have contributed to accidents.

Nevertheless, it also points at a considerable safety potential of ABS, which may become better re ected in

accident statistics, if drivers are effectively informed of the limitations of ABS - and trained in utilizing ABS

(even in icy curves).

The potential safety gains of ABS education and training is clearly demonstrated in driving experiments by Priez

et al (1991). Trained drivers were about twice as prone as their untrained matches to behave adequately in a

surprising simulated emergency (car dummy automatically pulled out at a crossing with restricted visibility). The

"training consisted of a theoretical part explaining the objective and functioning of the ABS system, as well as a

practical part involving demonstrations and avoidance exercises. This training took place two months before

testing " and occupied the participants a half-day.

In a double-blind classi cation of the driving behaviour of their subjects (taxi drivers in Munich), Biehl et al

(1987) found that their observers (acting as if they were ordinary passengers to the taxi driver) had judged the

average driver behaviour as less cautious with ABS in all 18 variables taken into account. Though it was possible

to identify an ABS car by the control light in the instrument panel, the observers were not informed whether the

car had ABS or not. Neither were they told that the study dealt with the in uence from ABS (as far as has been

interpreted from Aschenbrenner et al, 1991).

The conscientious investigation by Aschenbrenner-Biehl-Wurm offers strong evidence that drivers behave more

risky due to unrealistic expectations on the safety improvements with ABS. However, though the subjects were

professional taxi drivers, they had not received any speci c education on ABS. The question is if adequate

training might improve safety in real traf c also - as on the test track for Priez et al (1991) mentioned above.

Data from the present study are encouraging in this respect. Though our driver subjects received only very short

and improvised 'training', they performed better with ABS (see above) - and through their speed selection in the

Combi manoeuvre (see below) they did not exhibit any greater self-con dence with ABS than without.

Since they may be due to the sessions' training effect, a couple of differences will be pointed out here between the

rst and the last Combi test made with the driver's own car. In the introductory tests of the session, 23 drivers

succeeded in stopping their own car before the left lane 'end' (X= 160m in Figure 3), but in the corresponding

test at the end of the session only three (3) drivers succeeded. Data were available for 40 drivers in this

comparison. The details behind have not yet been investigated, but probably the drivers were more able to

accelerate and reach a higher speed with their car at the end of the session. This may have undesirable effects on

traf c behaviour and safety. On the other hand, the deceleration performance increased for a majority of the

drivers. A simple count revealed that 21 of 36 drivers (where data were complete in this respect) achieved a

greater deceleration value with their own car after the reference car tests than before.

One apprehension concerning ABS was reinforced during the author's own test driving a front wheel driven car

with both ABS and Automatic Spin Reduction (ASR). A rear wheel skid developed to unrecoverable when the

ASR prevented spinning of the front wheels. Then it became desirable to lock up all wheels and keep the car

motion straight to stay on the path. However, ABS made that impossible and the car continued turning. Finally, it

went backwards into a stack of hard snow. Similar property damage has been reported from skid pad driving with

ABS buses. In a critical situation on the road it may also be more injurious to crash in a side impact after an ABS

supported yaw motion than to lock up all wheels into a frontal impact. Perhaps an emergency lock-up function

should be available in ABS cars or automatically triggered when the skid (sideslip angle and yaw motion) exceeds

the recoverable level.

3.5 Speed Selection With and Without ABS

According to risk homeostasis, drivers should drive faster with ABS than without in the Combi Manoeuvre, since

they were explicitly told by the instructor if the ABS was switched on or off before the test. In order to test this

hypothesis, the records from Speed Sensor SSZ were evaluated. Each driver made 4 Combi tests with ABS and 4

tests without (one test pair per reference car). The speed level at $52 was mostly about 70 km/h with driver
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averages ranging from 62 km/h (for the Basic-studded Rear wheel driven cars) to 75 km/h (for the Oversteered

Front wheel driven car).

The average speed ratio (speed with ABS divided by speed without ABS) over 199 test pairs (4 cars x 52 drivers

minus missing data) was 1.01, which is not signi cantly different from unity. For each subject the number of test

pairs with greater speed in the ABS run, was counted according to Table 6. Comparisons with tables on the

binomial distribution con rm that the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. Hence, data do not support the idea that
(instructed) drivers choose another speed with ABS than without.

Table 6
Number of subjects driving faster with ABS in a majority of cars, in fty- fty, and in a minority of the four

reference cars. Data from Speed Sensor SS2 in 197 Combi test pairs (ABS & STD).

I Speed greatest in: More tests withABS Equal number of tests More tests without ABS

I Number of subjects: 21 17 14

 

 

    
 

Perhaps did the drivers learn suf ciently of ABS during the short pre-test exercise to avoid unjusti ed speeding.

The frequent losses-of-control in the introductory Double Lane Change tests with their own cars may also have

imposed a more careful driving attitude. The poor effects on safety in the studies mentioned above may therefore

be explained by lack of knowledge and experience rather than by the somewhat fatalistic risk homeostasis idea.

Thereby are these results pointing at the potential of more precise knowledge and of continued efforts from

experienced safety promoting professionals.
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4. Results and Discussion: Double Lane Change Manoeuvre

4.1 Loss-of-Conjrol Statistics

Since lane-marks were hit in only 31 of 416 Combi tests, the lane keeping task seems to have been comparatively

simple for this driver group, as was intended when the Combi test track was outlined. The Double Lane Change

(DLC) Manoeuvre, on the other hand, was designed to challenge the lateral stability and skid recovery

performance to a greater extent.

To distinguish tests with different degrees of driver control, a Loss-of Control Score (LCS, with four levels from

0 to 3) was determined by the onboard instructor or by the trackside observers and the test manager.

0 No steering wheel corrections and no hitting of lane marks gave LCS 0.

1 Steering wheel corrections only gave LCS 1 (determined subjectively by the onboard instructor).

2 LCS 2 was recorded if (trackside observers discovered that) lane-marks were hit without a complete loss of

control.

3 LCS 3 means that the driver lost control and the car left the lane completely.

In 348 normally recorded DLC tests with the reference cars, 94 tests (27 %) resulted in Loss-of-Control (LCS=3).

For individual drivers the Loss-of-Control ratio varied from 0 of 9 tests to 5 of 7 tests (71 %).

However, the LCS statistics should not be used alone for ranking the drivers and for assessments of their

individual skills. Eight drivers had no LCS 3 at all, but four of them drove slower than demanded resulting in

smaller adhesion utilization laterally than what they had longitudinally in the Combi tests. When skidding to the

left in the left lane, other drivers tried harder than normally to avoid the 'oncoming car' lane-marks (C105, 110,

etc in Figure 3). Their prolonged steering to the right made the clockwise yaw more pronounced and increased the

risk of an LCS 3 outcome (leaving the lane). Drivers who countersteered earlier to the left had an easier task to

avoid LCS 3, if they accepted LCS 2 and deliberately run over the centre lane marks in the vicinity of C105.

When ranking cars and tyre studding con gurations, it is also important to consider differences in speed and

manoeuvre severity. With a 'better' car, the test manager could request a greater speed in the rst DLC run of

each driver. Therefore, a greater percentage of tests with complete Loss-of-Control (LCS 3) may be justi ed for

tyres with greater adhesion. However, no such distinct statistical relationship between speed and Loss-of Control

percentage has been found, see the discussion on Figure 10 below.

Anyhow, the test procedure aimed at speeds which were on both sides of the border of losing control for each car-

driver combination. At these speeds it must have been possible to move the car laterally from the right to the left

lane, if the test should be considered in this evaluation. A similar motion may be initiated by the driver in traffic,

as well. Irrespective of the speed level, it seems safety-relevant to determine the likeliness of such a possible

manoeuvre leading to Loss of-Control. Therefore, LCS statistics has been computed to illustrate the tyre influence

on the control properties of the reference cars (A-D). See Table 7.

When the Loss of-Control Score is dichotomized to either LCS 3 or smaller (LCS 0-2), distinct differences appear

between the Over- and Understeered con gurations. While complete loss-of-control occurred in only four (13 %)

of the 30 approved DLC-tests with Understeering tyres (all four were rear wheel skids ending in spin-out), the

Oversteering tyres exhibit LCS 3 in 84 (41 %) of 205 DLC-tests, see row 15 in Table 7. However, row 13 shows

that only 14 Oversteering DLC-tests are fully comparable to the 30 Understeering ones (i.e. with Front Wheel

Drive, recording in sessions 19 26, and without intervening Pedal tests, which unintentionally excluded about 15

such normal DLC tests from evaluation).
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If one counts Loss-of-Control (LCS=3) tests together with disapproved tests (because of Early Plow-Out and

hitting both obstacle marks C70&C80, italics in Table 7), the 'failure' percentages increase, but the rank order

remains the same in most of the comparisons in Table 7.

Table 7

Number of Double Lane Change tests grouped into two Loss of-Control Score (LCS) levels. When both obstacle

marks (C70&C80 in Figure 3) were hit, the test had to be disapproved for Lateral Acceleration Assessment. If

such tests are included, their numbers appear in italics.

Bold text indicate the most suitable rows for comparisons between different combinations of Tyre Studding

  

 

 

Con mtion and Reference Car (see Table 1-3). Mental es are re eated later (within parentheses).

Com Tyre Studding Number of Number with Number with Percent with Comments on Data Selection
pari Con guration Wheel tests recorded Maintained Loss of LCS=3 (Some data sets exclude tests,

son Drive Approved Control Control ncluding where some of the three Speed

+disapproved (LCS < 3) (LCS =3) disapprovals) Sensors were mal inctioning)

No. Cnf.1 Cnf.2 Cars Cnf.1 Cnf.2 Cnf.1 Cnf.2 Cnf.1 Cnf.2 Cnf.1 Cnf.2

1 Bas Max Rear 38 39 27 37 ll 2 E% 5 % Sessions 9 18 only. Standard DLC-
C D +_2_ +1 33% 8% tests.

2 Bas Max Front 41 39 31 30 10 9 2_4_% 23 % As above but only Front Wheel

B A Q + 1 24% 25% Drive.
3 Bas Max Sum 79 78 58 67 21 11 296 14% Sum of both above. (Data available

above +; +2 28% 16% from all three Speed Sensors).

4 Bas Max Rear 38 70 27 62 11 8 (29) 11% Sessions 1-18. Approved Standard

C&D (+ 2) + 3 15% DLC tests.

5 Bas Max Front 41 69 31 48 10 21 (24) 39% As above but only Front Wheel

B A (0) + 2 32 % Drive.

6 Bas Max Sum 79 139 58 110 21 29 (27) 2_1% Sum of both above. (Data available

above (+ 2) +5 24% from all three Speed Sensors).

7 Over Max Rear 32 31 18 25 14 6 44% 19% Sessions 1 8 only. Standard DLC-
D C +1 + 2 45% 24% tests.

8 Over Max Front 25 31 14 19 ll 12 44% 39% As above but Only Front Wheel
B A +5 +1 53% 41% Drive.

9 Over Max Sum 57 62 32 44 25 18 44% 29% Sum of both above. (Data available

above +6 +3 49% 32% at least from Speed Sensor no.2).

10 Over Max Rear 55 70 33 62 22 8 40% (11) Data mixed from all Sessions.

C&D +] +3 41 % 15% Approved Standard DLC-tests.
11 Over Max Front 37 69 20 48 17 21 46% (30) As above but only Front Wheel

B A +5 +2 52% 32% Drive.

12 Over Max Sum 92 139 53 110 39 29 42% (21) Sum of both above. (Data available

above +6 +5 46% 24% from all three Speed Sensors).

13 Over Und Front 14 30 8 26 6 4 43% _1_3_ % Sessions 19 26 only. Standard
B A 0 +2 43% 19% DLC-tests. (Data available at least

from Speed Sensor no.2).

14 Over Und Front 101 30 61 26 40 4 40% (13) As above completed with Sessions

+Rear + 6 +2 43 % 19% 1-8 and Oversteering Rear Wheel
ABCD Drive (carD) in Ss 19 26.

15 Over Und Front 205 30 121 26 84 4 41 % (13) As above completed with all

+Rear 6+3 43 % 19% approved Pedal DLC tests. Note:

ABCD = +9 +2 Pedal tests only with Oversteering.

 

 

 

          
 

 
Figure 5 presents some of the percentages from Table 7: row 1&2 (Basic Studding), row 10&11 (Oversteering

and Maxi), row 13 (Understeering). The con dence intervals in Figure 5 are estimated from Binomial Parameter

tables (Dowdy & Wearden, 1991).

While Oversteering tyres result in inferior handling in most of the Table 7 comparisons, Maxi studded tyres on all

four wheels result in substantially greater Loss-of Control ratios for the smaller FWD cars (A&B) than for the

larger RWD cars (C&D). See row pairs 1&2 or 7&8 merged on rows 4&5 (versus Basic Studding) and on

rows 10&11 (versus Oversteering Studding). In addition, it appears from Figure 8 that the average manoeuvre

was less severe with the smaller car type A&B, which emphasizes the inferiority of its control properties.
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The inferiority in stability of the A&B cars in the Loss-of-Control statistics (Table 7, Figure 5) is remarkable,

since their smaller width puts less demand on lateral motion and lateral acceleration in the DLC manoeuvre than

for car C&D. In Figure 8&9 it will be demonstrated that the lateral acceleration assessments at transition to Loss-

of Control were smaller for the FWD cars A&B in comparison to car C&D in the same sessions Nevertheless, the

FWD car inferiority in the tests may be valid and safety-relevant on public roads, as well. See the section below

on Hazards with Front Bias.

 

 
Loss of-Control [1 Early Plow-Out D Maintained Control '" (LoC+EPO) 95% " Confidence Limits
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Figure 5. Proportions of 'failures' (Loss-of-Control or Early Plow-Out) and 'successes' (Maintained Control) in

the Double Lane Change tests. Approximate 95 % confidence intervals for 'failures'. Column groups for Car

types: A&B; C&D; all types A-D. Separate columns for tyre Studding config: E; Ovr; Bas; Max; Und.

4.2 Assessment of Lateral Acceleration from Speed and Distances

In this kind of driving experiments, crash avoidance capability is often determined as a threshold speed (or similar

physical quantity), which only 'better' driver-vehicle combinations can exceed without losing control. To make

the results more general and possible to judge for other investigators, we aimed at quantities comparatively

independent of the test path geometry. In both the Combi and the Double Lane Change tests it was also important

to make the results and their variance insensitive to uctuations in ice friction, which should be expected in a

three week outdoor test program.

Therefore, we designed the experiments for assessments of lateral (and longitudinal) accelerations and ratios

thereof, such as in Table 4&5. A typical value of the lateral acceleration in the Double Lane Change manoeuvre

may be assessed from the path geometry and from the Speed Sensor recordings. A Driver model (Approximation)

for Vehicle Investigation by computer Simulation, DAVIS, developed by Strandberg (1972), determines the

lateral acceleration from the speed (v, assumed to be constant during the manoeuvre) and the following

parameters:

L (ideal) Manoeuvre Length is de ned as twice the longitudinal distance from the beginning of left motion in

right lane to the centre of the 'right lane obstacle' (where the lateral motion will change from leftwards to

rightwards in a symmetrical DLC about the 10 m long blocking of the right lane). From wheel traces on the

ice, the value L=80m has been used in the evaluations here. (Even if the longitudinal ' gate' was 60m, see

Figure 3, the lateral displacements are very small at the ends of this trajectory.)

Y lateral motion amplitude needed to avoid hitting the plastic tube marks between the lanes and at the left

comers of the simulated obstacle (C70&C80 in Figure 3).

A position of the obstacle lane-marks (distance A to the right of the centre line between the marks C45 to

C105). It varied between certain sessions (A=0.75m except in sessions 5-12 when A=0.0m).
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c car width (c=1.67m for car A&B, c=1.75m for car C&D. Drivers' own cars E&F schematized here to

c=1.70m).

Hence, the reference car tests have been evaluated with four alternative Y-values(1.75, 1.67, 1.00, 0.92 m), since

Y = c - A. According to Strandberg (1978), the DAVIS' peak lateral (Sideways) Acceleration, SA is given by

Eq.7.

_ 6 (4 + 5172 v2

SA " (612+91r+ 8) L2 Y (7)

It should be noted that the constants Y and L have not yet been tted to data. All SA values in this paper should

therefore be considered relative and not absolute. However, it may be possible to make better assessments of the

constants L, c, and A by using regression analysis with the computer recorded acceleration data from car D,

speed sensor data, and Eq.7.

Even if the constant L and the parameter Y are inaccurate descriptions of an individual test trajectory, they

quantify (through Eq.7) the effect from speed on the lateral acceleration needed in an an ideal manoeuvre. And if

the space given by a smaller car width (0) or by a smaller obstacle (greater A) is better utilized in one test than in

another, Eq.7 offers an optimal-manoeuvre reference expressed as a well-known physical quantity (peak

acceleration) which may be given in a standardized unit (here m/s2).

The smaller SA-values achieved at a certain speed with cars A&B due to their smaller c- and Y-measures

compared to cars C&D may then be considered unfair, since smaller car dimensions contribute to reduce the

DLC-manoeuvre severity even in real traf c situations. Nevertheless, a greater SA-value re ects a more

demanding manoeuvre when different tyres or drivers are compared from tests with the same type of car.

4.3 Lateral Accelerationat the Transition to Los_s_-of-Control
 

In the last mentioned respect, the crash avoidance capability for each driver has been quanti ed through the

maximum SA-value achieved without complete loss-of-control (SAOK) and through the minimum value where

the driver lost control (SALC). Referring to the Loss-of Control Score levels in Table 7, these two SA values (if

both exist) have been determined as follows for each combination of Driver, Studding configuration and Car type

SACK = driver-MAX(SA with LCS <3) for one car or a group of cars (8)

SALC = driver-MIN(SA with LCS=3) for one car or a group of cars (9)

Figure 6 illustrates that most drivers lost control in a less severe manoeuvre than in their 'best' one with

maintained control. This indicates that the test manager's speed demand was reasonable and that it may be

worthwhile to elaborate on the in uence from parameters in cars and tyres. The possibilities to demonstrate the

importance of such parameters are noticeable and might be used in driver education.

Taken over all drivers and sessions, the mean values of the manoeuvre severity quantities (de ned in Eq.7-13) do

not differ much more between studding con gurations than what may be expected from random variation. One

clear-cut exception has been found, though: The average driver lost control in RWD cars at less severe

manoeuvres with Basic Studding (SALC=1.3m/SZ) than with Oversteer Studding (SALC= 1.9m/s2) or with Maxi

Studding (SALC=1.8m/s2). The Basic Studding was inferior also with the FWD cars. See Table 8. The rear

biased weight distribution in car D compared to car C may have contributed to the great values with Oversteer
studding (only car D) in comparison to the Basic Studding, where car C dominated the RWD tests.
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Figure 6. Each driver's pair of lateral acceleration extreme values from all standard Double Lane Change tests

in the session (including all cars A-E, where the width c=1.7m for Eq.7 was made to pattern for driver's own

car E). Smallest value (SALC) from tests resulting in Loss of-Control versus greatest value (SAOK) from tests

with maintained control. Line y=x for reference. Plot on x axis for drivers with no LoC test.

Table 8
Greatest lateral acceleration with maintained control (SAOK) and smallest with Loss-of-Control (SALC) for

different combinations of Reference Cars and Tyre Studding con gurations. Mean values over all drivers in

normal Double Lane Change tests. Std.err. (standard error = sample standard deviation divided by X/n)

designates usual estimate of standard deviation of the mean.
 

 

 

Cars Tyre Studding SAOK (m/s2) SAO; Std.err. SALC (m/sZ) SAL? Std.err.

(cf. Table 1&4) (of. Table 3) Mean value (m/s ) Mean value (m/s )

A&B (FWD) Oversteer 1 .5 1 0.09 1 .75 0.09

A&B Maxi 1.48 0.08 1.95 0.12

A&B Basic 1.40 0.11 1.51 0.22
A&B Understeer 1 .49 0.06 1.68 0. 14

D not C (RWD) Oversteer 1.80 0.06 1.94 0.10

C&D Maxi 1.84 0.08 1.80 0.17

80%C&20%D Basic 1.58 0.16 1.30 0.22     
 

Paired comparisons in Table 8 (as well as in the figures with 95% con dence intervals) may reveal several

'signi cant' differences on the 5 % level. However, the number of possible comparisons is too great for this level

and the likelihood of mass-signi cance must be considered to avoid misinterpretation of the results.

When trying to rank order the cars, their effect is obscured by the great 'noise' from driver and session variances

in SAOK, This is illustrated in Figure 7, where SAOK values for each combination of driver and reference car

A,B,D is plotted versus SAOK for car C with the same driver (but only from session 1-8, where the studding

con gurations were unchanged, see Table 4). The values for Car C (with Maxi studding) were selected as the

independent (x) variable, since they were the greatest with most drivers.

The differences in SACK-level between tyre studding con guration cannot easily be distinguished only by

comparing their mean values over the 16 drivers. Their con dence intervals overlap considerably, as can be seen

in Figure 8. However, the resolution increases, if differences in SAOK values are calculated for each driver and

averaged. Then the Maxi studded cars may be considered 'signi cantly' superior to the Oversteering ones, since
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the lower confidence limit of their average within driver difference is greater than zero. See Figure 8, also

exhibiting more pronounced differences between the cars A&B and the larger RWD cars C&D. Even if the car A

values are extended with up to 9 % by assessing its width equal to that of car C in Eq.7, the differences appear to

remain.
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Figure 7. Sixteen drivers' greatest lateral acceleration in Double Lane Change tests with maintained control

(SAOK in Eq.7&8). SACK-values from session 1 8 for reference car A,B,D plotted versus SAOK for car C with

same driver. Plot on x axis corresponds to loss-of-control in drivers' all DLC tests with that car.
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Figure 8. Driver's greatest lateral acceleration in DLC tests with maintained control, SAOK. Grouping between

Maxi or Oversteering Stud con gurations; between CarA,B (FWD) or CarC,D (RWD); and within-driver

Differences. Mean values over drivers in sessions 1 8 with 95 % confidence intervals.
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4.4 Ratios between Lateral and Longitudinal Acceleration

When considering the ratio between the DLC lateral and the Combi longitudinal accelerations, the differences also

seem distinct between the two reference car types, see Figure 9. The within-car variation of SAOK between

drivers and sessions is evidently almost neutralized when one divides the lateral acceleration with the longitudinal

one. Compare Figures 7&9. The remaining and clear-cut difference between the two car types may be partly due

to stud protrusion deviations and to the nonlinear functional relationship between wheel load and friction of

studded tyres on ice, which will be commented in the last section.
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Figure 9. Lateral acceleration (SAOK) divided by deceleration (dmac) or by forward acceleration (amac): ratios

RSdOK and RSaOK in Eq. 10&11. Car mean values over drivers in sessions 1-8 with 95 % confidence intervals.

The mentioned ratios may be expressed as follows according to the definitions in Eq.4-5&8-9. The controlled

lateral-backwards acceleration ratio is a measure of the maximum severity of an evasive manoeuvre in relation to

the current deceleration capability:

SAOK

dmac

 RSdOK = (10)

The controlled lateral-forward acceleration ratio is a measure of the maximum severity of an evasive manoeuvre in

relation to the current acceleration capability:

SAOK

amac

 

RSaOK = (11)

The uncontrolled lateral-backwards acceleration ratio is a measure of the minimum manoeuvre severity which

led to Loss-of-Control in relation to the current deceleration capability:

SALC
 RSdLC = (12)
dmac
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The uncontrolled lateral-forward acceleration ratio is a measure of the minimum manoeuvre severity which led to

Loss-of Control in relation to the current acceleration capability:

SALC
 RSaLC = amac (13)

4.5 S tatistical Relationship Between Speed & Loss-of-Control Likelingås

Since better tyres allowed for higher speeds, a great Loss of Control percentage does not necessarily mean poor

handling qualities. Therefore, several plots have been made in pursuit for a positive correlation between the test

failure percentage and speed (quanti ed through various normalized variables based on Eq.7-13). However, with

our testing procedures and criteria for speed demand, tyre Studding and Car type (such as in Figure 5), appear

more decisive of the LoC likeliness than their differences in speed and manoeuvre severity, see Figure 10.

Nevertheless, Table 8 demonstrate that the greatest possible speed in an evasive manoeuvre was lower with Basic

Studding than with Oversteer Studding, while Figure 5 illustrated the distinct inferiority of Oversteer Studding

when it comes to driver control. A question which remains to be answered is: what happens on the road to the

average driver at the same speed? Will Oversteering properties result in unnecessarily severe manoeuvres

provoking spin outs to a greater extent than with Basic Studding properties? Or will the steerability offered by the

superior front wheels in an Oversteering car just be utilized in emergencies, that are impossible to cope with in a

Basic Studded car?

It may be difficult to design experiments for valid investigations of driver behaviour from this vieWpoint, but it

would be clarifying to apply the case-control method from epidemiology to assess the relative risks associated

with tyre differences within cars. See Schlesselman (1982), Jones & Stein (1987), Strandberg (1991). Even if only

minor effects may result from a conscious and safety-promoting positioning of tyres, the costs seem negligible to

the individual. According to the present study, traffic safety would benefit from improved knowledge and more

extensive driver education on the substantial differences between cars and tyres in handling properties.

 

D SAlLC] (m/SZ) >K SA[LC]/dmac >< SAlLCllamac
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Figure 10. Three manoeuvre severity quantities (SALC in Eq.9 and ratios thereof as in Eq.12&13) plotted

versus Loss-of-Control percentages in Double Lane Change tests with same vehicle. Y-values are means over all

drivers for mentioned Studding-Car combinations.
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4.6 Comments on Hazards with Front Bias in Wheel Load and in Stud Protrusion

Considering sessions 1-8 only (rows 7&8 in Table 7), the car A percentage with Loss-of-Control (LCS=3) was

about twice that of car C. The handling inferiority of the smaller FWD cars A&B compared to the larger RWD

cars C&D, may be more due to other factors than to the Front Wheel Drive per se. For instance, a shorter wheel-

base deteriorates stability (Strandberg et al, 1982).

Another explanatory factor with greater potency was suggested by Nordström (1991). Like the average FWD car,

the A&B cars may have had front/rear wheel loads close to the opposite extremes of the Side Force Coef cient

curve (SFC as a nonlinear function of wheel load for studded tyres on ice). According to Elgeskog & Brodd

(1976) an increment in wheel load of about IOOON (IOOkg) or more may raise the SFC by about 25%. With a

driver and at nominal kerb weight the A&B cars exhibit about 120kg greater load at a front wheel than at a rear

one, see Table 1. The front-rear wheel loads for the C&D cars differ less (about 70kg) and are on a higher weight

level, which may be more distant from the steep ascent in the \/ -shaped SFC-curve.

Even if the numbers are small, rows 1&7 in Table 7 illustrate the in uence on stability from rear wheel load. The

Loss-of Control percentage with Maxi Studded RWD cars was 19% when car C was used (row 7), While car D

exhibits the smallest ratio in the whole table (S% on row 1). It may be statistically dubious (because known data

should not be used for hypothesis testing) to point out that these percentages are almost outside each other's 95%

con dence interval. Nevertheless, this difference in Loss-of-Control ratios offers support to the above mentioned

explanation, since the wheel load of car D was rear biased in comparison to car C mainly due to the rear-seated

instructor / computer operator (see Table 1). Xx

In addition to this hazard in rear-light cars, measurements have indicated that the average car on Swedish winter

roads has a greater stud protrusion at the driven wheels. In a study of 200 randomly selected cars, reported by

Strandberg (1989), the difference was statistically signi cant for FWD cars. It should be noted that this stud

diverging phenomenon improves stability with RWD and deteriorates it With FWD.

The protrusion increases faster when driving on ice with great adhesion utilization (Nilsson, 1990). In spite of the

tyre contributor's careful running-in procedure, the stud protrusion was found to be substantially greater after the

experiments than before, particularly for the FWD tyres, see Table 2. Since we did not move the wheels between

front and rear regularly, it cannot be ruled out that the tyres on car A&B increased their adhesion more at the

front through successively greater protrusion.

However, this develops in most FWD cars even in traf c on winter roads, where rear wheel skidding accidents

with FWD cars are frequent, contrary to common belief. Of cial statistics indicate that such instability accidents

take more lives than loss-of-steering accidents (Strandberg, 1989). Though spin outs may be less common than

plow outs, side impacts are more injurious than frontal impacts in conventional automobiles.

In rear wheel driven cars, also excessive throttle or engine braking may surprise the driver with unexpected

power oversteering. One of our driver subjects was very close to a severe crash into the testing base. When

car D began to yaw during acceleration for a Combi manoeuvre, the driver did not release the throttle. After

a couple of recovered skids he spun out with almost constant speed and hit the speed sensors before the car

came to rest. According to our questionnare, he had a driver's license even for heavy vehicle combinations

but very little experience from rear wheel drive on winter roads.

Since rear wheel skids may be controllable (for a skilled driver with plenty of lateral space) and less common than

loss-of-steering - at least in FWD cars, many drivers reject understeering more than oversteering properties.

Therefore, drivers should be informed about these potential instability hazards in the average FWD car - and one

simple remedy (mounting wheels with greater stud protrusion at the rear). Of course such mounting may

deteriorate the deceleration performance (see dmac in Table 5a) and increase the risk of understeering or plow out
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accidents. Hence, further accident analysis is needed before it should be generally recommended to mount the

best tyres at the rear. A suitable epidemiological method has been adapted to the routines of the Swedish police,

see Strandberg (1991).

In follow-up tests with car D after the ordinary 26 sessions, we found that steerability with poor tyres (Basic

Studding) at the front wheels could be improved, if rear wheel skidding was initiated by a couple of small

steering reversals before the actual DLC-manoeuvre. Such intentional skidding may belong more to the racing

or rally course than to public roads. But it must be remembered that similar skids may be initiated

unintentionally by any driver when it is slippery - in spite of the car exhibiting clear-cut understeering

properties in most common manoeuvres.
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Introductory sign:
 

 

To ESV Delegates
in Paris 1991

With Kind Regards from
Lennart Strandberg, Sweden
**************************

Music Greetings by
Lina Strandberg (11 years old)
 

I wish I could be this close to you personally, and learn from your knowledge and experience. But perhaps you prefer

my daughter's music on a video instead of listening to my boring voice.

So let me give the microphone to Lina and the screen to professional photographers from the Swedish Broadcasting

Television Company.

Together with us at the Road & Traffic Research Institute, Swedish Television has demonstrated the safety importance

of vehicle and tyre technology. Particularly when driving on slippery surfaces.

And road surfaces may be slippery even without snow and ice. Therefore, I hope that my paper is relevant to you,

irrespective of your home country.

Both cars here are of the same make, front wheel driven, and with the same type of wheel suspension. But the tyres are

different.

The marked wheels have worn tyres and at the other axle, the tyres are new. Therefore, the grey car is understeered and

the white car exhibits oversteering properties.

Contrary to common belief, even front wheel driven cars may spin around if their front wheel side forces are superior to

the rear wheels.

We have found new front tyres and worn rear ones on many cars involved in fatal accidents, but we did not know how

the average driver copes with the differences between cars and tyres, that are common on the roads.

Therefore, we prepared for experiments with tourists as drivers on a frozen lake in the Dalecarlia province (Dalarna)

during the three weeks, when Swedish schools have winter sport vacations.

A few days before start, the mild weather forced us to move the test station 60 km away, and I recommend a sound

scienti c scepticism towards our results. Due to the practical problems our team had to work 15-20 hours a day. Though

some fatigue mistakes have been discovered, others may impose unknown bias. For instance, the driver subjects

accepting to drive 120 km extra distance in their own cars on slippery winter roads and during their vacation - they are

probably representative for a more skilled driver population than the average on Swedish roads.

A test session took about 3 hours and involved 2 subjects driving their own car in the rst and last test runs. Drivers'

own cars are labelled E or F in the pictures. In the major part of a session, 4 reference cars provided by Volvo were

used with ABS in function or disconnected by the instructor occupant.

The A- and B-car are front wheel driven Volvo 440, and the C and D-car are rear wheel driven 740's.

The Nivis Gislaved company provided tyres with two different stud con gurations:

A fully studded tyre has 140 studs with about 1.4 mm protrusion;

A basic studded tyre has 70 studs with intentionally small protrusion - about 0.6 mm.

The tyres were mounted in four different ways:

Mini-studding means basic studding on all 4 wheels;

Oversteer studding means Fully at the front and Basic at the rear, and Understeer-studding vice versa;

A Maxi-studded car has fully studded tyres on all its wheels.
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The test track was marked with soft plastic tubes arranged for either of two manoeuvre types:

In the so called Combi test, the driver should accelerate as much as possible from stand-still about 200 metres to a sign

in the track and then brake the car to a full stop as quickly as possible. During braking the driver had to move the car

from the left to the right lane simulating an interrupted overtaking, but not requiring any severe lateral motions.

In the Double Lane Change test, drivers were asked to keep a certain speed and to avoid hitting lane-mark tubes. Since

the manoeuvre entrance marks closing the right lane, determined the severity of the manoeuvre, we had to exclude from

analysis such tests, where these marks were overrun. In atable car dummies helped the drivers to ful ll this instruction.

The speed was demanded by the test manager to provoke skidding - and loss of control in certain tests.

The instructors in the passenger seat, the trackside observers and the test manager judged the test outcome according to a

four level score from O to 3. Score 2 was recorded if lane-marks were hit - but without leaving the lane in a complete

loss of control, which resulted in score 3.

Three stationary speed sensors and the stopping position reported by an observer beside the track made it possible to

calculate average acceleration and deceleration values on basis of the track geometry. The lateral acceleration equation

takes the car width into account, as well.

These crude acceleration assessments may be compared to accelerometer recordings in car D, which also had sensors for

yaw velocity, steering wheel angle, longitudinal velocity, and pedal activities. The 8 channels were sampled with

20 Herz during 40 seconds per test. Such records from several hundred tests are available on PC-media for further

analysis. Successful attempts have been made to compute non-recorded variables such as yaw and sideslip angles. And

objective skid prediction criteria for driver supporting devices may be found by research in these data if sponsors are

interested.

Results show that anti lock brakes give signi cant improvements both in lane-keeping performance, and in deceleration.

ABS gave a deceleration enhancement of at least 10% , which approximately was the lower confidence limit for the mean

value from about 400 Combi test runs with 52 drivers and four cars. Since we did not nd any signi cant tendency to

drive faster with ABS, our results contradict the risk homeostasis idea and corresponding attitudes to disregard ABS and

modern vehicle technology as safety contributions.

However, a more technological approach may be needed in driver education to avoid dangerous surprise reactions in

emergencies. During preparation and training of the subjects, many drivers became surprised and released the brake

pedal when they perceived the noise and vibration from the activated ABS. According to driving teachers at Swedish

skid-pads, this reaction and lack of sensory experience are common even among ABS car owners. Suitable information

and training might therefore be offered to drivers who rent, borrow or buy a car with anti-lock brakes.

The ABS surprise reaction and spontaneous brake releases in emergency situations may have contributed to accidents.

Perhaps that explains the negative or lack of positive effect on safety from ABS, which has been reported by a few
investigators.

The results from the double lane change manoeuvres point at substantial differences between drivers. It is also apparent

that loss of control is more frequent with oversteered cars regardless of front or rear wheel drive.

Finally, I wish to acknowledge the governmental sponsors and all traf c safety professionals making this research

possible and practically relevant.

And you can't have missed that Volvo contributed substantially to the project with ve cars and computerized measuring

equipment.

But also Audi, Mazda and Subaru have supported us with high-tech cars, giving us hands on driving experience from

disconnectable ABS, four-wheel-steering and four-wheel drive.

All cars in the research project were 'Tyred' by the Nivis-Gislaved company, helping us to control the slip-resistance.
I hope that this video didn't make you tired and that you still have left some sleep-resistance.

 

The End
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